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Abstract—Hardware security adds another dimension to the
design space, and more and more attention is paid to protect a
circuit against various types of attacks like snifﬁng, spooﬁng or
IP theft. However, all the efforts for security taken by a designer
might be sacriﬁced by afterwards integrating infrastructure for
test, diagnosis and reliability management. Especially, access
mechanisms like reconﬁgurable scan networks (RSNs) may open
options for side-channel attacks.
Using the presented approach an accurate estimation of reachability properties of all considered benchmarks is provided. The
method uses a matrix-based reachability analysis of the original
design and the augmented design. The reachability analysis
covers complex functional dependencies, caused by conﬁguring
a single scan path as well as multiple sequentially activated scan
paths through the RSN. This approach adds acceptable runtime
to the security veriﬁcation ﬂow of
the design, and shows the
designer the introduced possible security violations.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
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In complex circuits, embedded instruments are essential for
test, diagnosis and reliable operation during the entire life
cycle [1]. Reconfigurable scan networks (RSNs), standardized
by IEEE Std. 1687[2] and 1149-2013[3], offer a ﬂexible and
scalable access mechanism to those instruments. Figure 1
demonstrates how such an RSN connects instruments and is
fed by a test access port (TAP).
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Example of a Reconﬁgurable Scan Network (RSN)

Data can be transported between two instruments,
which
may require a sequence of multiple activated paths. The
computation of the control patterns for such a sequence is
called retargeting [2]. In many cases, an RSN has to be
available during operation for reliability and fault tolerance
reasons [1, 4], and restricted rights may be given to an authorized user. An RSN may open various options for side-channel
attacks [5, 6] as well as for data and IP manipulation and theft.

In-situ sensors may collect internal data of a chip, and other
sensors may allow control from outside. In addition, IP cores
coming from different sources may not be veriﬁed with respect
to security. These facts may motivate a system designer
to
develop the connections in a way that prevents data leakage.
Without considering an RSN, the designer may implement
such restrictions at system level, for instance, by preventing
that certain information is transported from instrument A to
instrument B. If a designer ensures that physical connections
do not exist between these instruments, the later RSN integration should not introduce such connections again, not even
through retargeting. The reachability properties of the initial
design must also hold after RSN integration into the design.
Information about unwanted data paths, through the RSN, can
be obtained either implicitly from circuit description or can
be given by system designer explicitly. Signiﬁcant efforts for
protecting RSNs have been spent in recent years [5, 7–10].
IJTAG integrity can be checked using hash-based signatures
[11]. An RSN can be augmented with additional registers and
scan multiplexers to prevent snifﬁng and spooﬁng [12, 13].
In [14], a method is presented to detect and resolve insecure
data transfer between two instruments based on a designergiven security speciﬁcation. The paper at hand goes one step
further, and provides a method to verify that the RSN does
not add a data path which is not already present in the
original circuit. This way, any additional, error-prone security
speciﬁcation for the RSN becomes superﬂuous. The paper
provides a thoughtful analysis of functional and structural
dependencies in RSNs and formally identiﬁes the existence of
additional data paths between system components. The present
approach, is, to the knowledge of the authors, the ﬁrst to
address the impact of complex sequential data dependencies
on RSN security by considering the retargeting capabilities.
The goal of the paper is to present a method for the RSN
integrator to analyze the access restrictions of the design and
to verify the compliance of
the RSN structure with these
restrictions. If additional dependencies between the design
components are introduced through RSN integration,
information about possible security violations is generated as an
input for later RSN modiﬁcation. The modiﬁcations can be
applied either to restrict access patterns using ﬁlters [15, 16]
or to change the physical connections between scan segments
[12, 17] and are not subject of this paper.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the basics of RSNs and provides the common
terminology. Section III describes how access restrictions and
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hence security properties can be extracted from a design.
These restrictions can be complemented with additional
requirements by a designer. Section IV discusses the approach
for reachability analysis, considering complex data and control
dependencies of RSNs. Section V shows how the compliance
of an RSN with the generated or
speciﬁed restrictions is
veriﬁed, and section VI reports experimental results.
II. R ECONFIGURABLE S CAN N ETWORKS
A. Basic Components
The basic components of an RSN are shown in Fig. 1, and
comprise the following:
• Scan Segments are used to transport
the data from a
scan input (SI ) to a scan output (SO). A scan segment
consists of a shift register of a certain length n and an
optional shadow register for bidirectional data transfer to
the instrument. The operation of a scan segment is driven
by external control signals: Capture, Shift, Update and
Select.
• A Wrapped Instrument (WI) includes an instrument, a
scan segment and connections to the system through a
bidirectional interface. Each instrument, such as aging
monitors, Logic or Memory BIST or sensors for internal
or external conditions, is connected to the functional part
of the system.
• An Active Scan Path (ASP)
is an acyclic path through
selected scan segments between primary SI and primary
SO. The initial active scan path for this example (Fig. 1)
is SI → SIB → S 1 → WI 2 → SO .
• A Scan Configuration is the state of all
sequential elements and external control signals. In each valid conﬁguration only one active scan path can exist, and only scan
segments on the active scan path are selected.
• Scan Multiplexers are used to control the path by choosing one of the scan input branches. The selected scan
input can be speciﬁed by the address
control of the
multiplexer.
• Segment Insertion Bits (SIB) are used to include or bypass
some parts of the RSN in the active scan path. If the SIB
in Fig. 1 would be closed, the active scan path would be
changed to SI → SIB → SO .
B. Capture-Shift-Update-Accurate Model
The basic access to the RSN consists of capture, shift and
update-phases. During the capture-phase, data is read from
the attached instruments. This data is then shifted through
the shift registers of selected scan segments during the shiftphase. Finally, during the update-phase the shifted-in data is
latched in the shadow registers. This data can be written to
corresponding instruments or used to generate internal control
signals.
For a set of instruments I and a set of scan segments
S of the RSN, the read-relation M r ⊂ I × S for each
instrument i ∈ I deﬁnes a matching subset of scan segments
Sir ⊂ S, where any sr ∈ Sir can directly read data from the
corresponding instrument. The write-relation M w ⊂ I × S
deﬁnes for each instrument i ∈ I a subset of scan segments
Siw ⊂ S so that any sw ∈ Siw can write data into i.
A temporal abstraction as in [18] is used to facilitate the
veriﬁcation of security properties and reduce the sequential

complexity of RSNs. Capture-, shift- and update-phases are
assumed to form an atomic CSU-operation. A sequence of
CSU-operations is called scan access. In order to read from
or write data to a speciﬁc scan segment, it must be a part of
the active scan path. To capture the structural and functional
characteristics of the RSN a CSU-accurate model is utilized
as follows.
Deﬁnition 1: The CSU-accurate model (CAM) of an RSN
is a tuple M := {S, In, C, 0c, T }
, where the set S represents
all state elements, the set In represents external control inputs,
the set C denotes possible scan conﬁgurations, c0 represents
the initial scan conﬁguration, and T is the transition relation.
Deﬁnition 2: The transition relation T of a CAM M :=
{S, In, C, 0c, T }is deﬁned as the set T ⊂ C ×C that includes
all pairs of scan conﬁgurations (c1, c2) such that c2 ∈ C can
be reached from c1 ∈ C within one CSU-operation.
The CAM can be derived from the structural description of
an RSN, e.g., from a high-level representation in Instrument
Connectivity Language (ICL) [2] or from an RT-level representation. Each transition in the CAM corresponds to a complete
CSU-operation, covering multiple clock cycles. Further details
on the CAM-model and transition relations are given in [18].
C. An Attack Scenario via RSNs
In Fig. 2 an example is presented, which shows a typical
attack scenario, using an RSN as a side-channel. Instruments
i 1, i2, i3 ∈ I are being accessed through the RSN in a way
that scan segments s1, s2, s3, temp ∈ Sare used to transfer
test data. Assume that data transfer between i 1 and i 2 is not
possible through the circuit. Consequently, additional dependencies between those instruments should not be introduced
by the RSN even through retargeting. In other words, if s1 is
used to capture data from i 1 (s1 ∈ Sir1 ) and s2 writes data to
i 2 (s2 ∈ Siw2 ), any data transfer between s1 and s2 must be
prohibited in the RSN.
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Fig. 2.
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Additional dependencies due to RSN integration

Even though scan muxes are controlled by external
logic
s1
signals in a way that no active scan path can include
and s2 simultaneously, a corresponding dependency is still
introduced by retargeting. The attack scenario would consist
of the following steps (see numbers in Fig. 2):
1) The data is captured from i 1 to s1.
2) An attacker conﬁgures the RSN in a way that the active
scan path through s1 → temp → s3 is constructed and
shifts data from s1 to temp.
3) Having the conﬁdential data in temp, an attacker may
build a path from temp to s2 and perform a shift
operation.
4) Data from s2 is updated to i 2.
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D. A Graph Model of RSNs
To represent structural and functional dependencies between
scan primitives inside the RSN, a graph-based model is
constructed (Fig. 3). The RSN is modeled as a directed graph
GRSN with the vertex set V RSN and the edge set E RSN , as
shown in Fig. 3. Each vertex vjRSN ∈ VRSN corresponds to a
scan primitive (e.g., scan segment, scan multiplexer). Models
of SIBs and other structures are constructed using the same
scan primitives.
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The root of the graph is an auxiliary vertex, corresponding
to a global scan input, while the sink vertex corresponds to a
global scan out. Graph edges eRSN
∈ ERSN represent direct
j
structural connections between scan primitives. Vertices are
annotated by logic signals conditions, driving the corresponding select-signals of a given primitive.
III. E XTRACTION OF S ECURITY C ONSTRAINTS
The following section describes the extraction of
the security properties from the structural circuit description of the
initial design, and optional security requirements speciﬁed by
the system designer.
The structure of the initial circuit is modeled at RegisterTransfer-Level (RTL) by the graph Ginit := (V init , Einit )
such that each vertex vinit ∈ Vinit corresponds to a register,
whereas edges correspond to connections between registers
only through combinational logic blocks CB 1 and CB 2
(Fig. 4).
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can be represented by an adjacency matrix A init ∈
B
such that an element ak,l equals 1, if a direct
edge from vertex vk to vertex vl exists, and equals 0, if there
is no such edge.
At this point, the matrix A init only describes structural
dependencies, but also functional dependencies have to be
considered. Assume in Fig. 4, D only depends on A and B, E
only depends on B and C, but the combinational block CB 1 is
used for logic sharing and area optimization. In this case, there
are no dependencies of C on D and E on A: aC,D = aA,E = 0.
In general we can deﬁne:
G

init

|V init |×|V init |

r k,l :=

init

init

:= T Cl(A

(A init )l

)=

(2)

l=1

Fig. 3. RSN graph model transformation (select signals for scan segments
are omitted for better readability)

A

and set ak,l := ak,l ∧ rk,l .
The r k,l can be computed by means of false path analysis
[19, 20] or by SAT-based methods [14, 21]. We should note
that even a false path may propagate glitches or fault attacks
[22] and may rise security concerns. The veriﬁcation of these
risks is the duty of the system designer and it
is not related
to RSN integration.
The transitive closure of the graph Ginit consists of the
nodes V init but contains an edge between va , vb ∈ Vinit if
there is a path from va to vb in Ginit . The transitive closure
T Cl(Ainit ) is computed by the algorithm of
Warshall and
Floyd [23]:

1, if vl functionally depends on vk ,
0, else,

(1)

Usually the algorithm converges already for l
|V init |.
init
|V init |×|V init |
The reachability matrix R
∈B
covers all
the registers of the initial circuit, and not all of them may be
connected to an instrument and part of the RSN. Let VI ⊂
V init the subset of registers attached to an instrument, and
let:
R cinit ∈ B|I|×|I|
(3)
init
be the submatrix R c
⊂ R init , which only has columns
and rows related to the instrument set I . We call R cinit the
compacted reachability matrix, which describes completely
the information transfer between instruments in the original
circuit.
IV. RSN R EACHABILITY A NALYSIS
In this section, we construct a reachability matrix R ctotal ⊂
|I|×|I|
B
which deﬁnes the total data transfer between instruments in the circuits with an integrated RSN. If the difference
matrix R cinit −R ctotal contains any negative coefﬁcient, an additional information exchange is found and a security violation
warning is given. In brief, the following steps are performed:
1) Determine structural pairwise dependencies.
2) Determine the subset of dependencies which belong to a
valid scan conﬁguration (assignment of control signals).
3) Determine dependencies between valid scan conﬁgurations (retargeting).
4) Extract dependencies corresponding to the instruments.
A. Structural Dependencies
The entire RSN is modeled as a graph GRSN := (VP , EP ),
where the vertices V P correspond to the scan primitives
(scan segments S and scan multiplexers M ) of the RSN.
The set of all structurally possible connections is an overapproximation of the set of functionally possible connections
on the RSN. For the structural reachability, a simple graph
traversal is implemented as a preprocessing step for the more
time-consuming functional reachability matrix.
From GRSN , the adjacency matrix A RSN ∈ B|P |×|P | is
constructed, and similar to (2), the reachability matrix R RSN
struct
is computed as the transitive closure.
RSN
R RSN
)
(4)
struct := T Cl(A
RSN
Further, the matrix R struct is reduced to the set of scan
segments
RSN
RSN
RSN
R seg
∈ B|S|×|S| , Rseg
⊂ Rstruct
(5)
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If GRSN does not contain cycles, V P can be topologically
RSN
sorted and both A RSN and R struct
can be rewritten as triangular matrices to reduce runtime. The existence of loops in the
RSN can make such a matrix transformation impossible and
valid conﬁguration should not activate such a loop. Otherwise,
it is considered to be a ”bad practice” by IEEE Std. 1687 [2].

path are added to its
essential select condition. The logic
signals controlling other multiplexers at the active scan path
before or after the considered segment are not included in the
ESC.

C. Active Scan Path Dependencies
Deﬁnition 5: The active scan path (ASP) reachability
RSN
B. Reduction to valid scan dependencies
matrix R path
is a matrix B|S|×|S| , where each element
RSN
rsn
(r path )k,l ∈ Rpath deﬁnes whether data transfer from sk to
Direct data transfer in an RSN is only possible between
selected scan segments. The variables c1, ...cn represent the sl is possible through a single active scan path.
The data transfer is possible within one CSU-operation, if a
logic signals, which feed the scan primitives, such as scan
RSN
)k,l = 1)
structural path between scan segments exists ((r seg
segments and scan multiplexers. The logic signals are used
and an assignment to logic signals can be found, such that
to drive the select ports of the scan segments and to control,
both scan primitives are selected and an active scan path is
which input of a scan multiplexer is forwarded to its output.
For each scan primitive pj ∈ P we construct a Boolean formed.
The CNF formulas for scan segments sk and sl are comformula f j in Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF) to deﬁne the
bined by conjunction to form a SAT problem instance:
essential select condition for activating pj .
Deﬁnition 3: The essential select condition (ESC) for a
pathk,l (c1, ...cn ) := fk (c1, ...cn ) ∧ fl (c1, ...cn )
(8)
given scan primitive pj ∈ P is a Boolean formula f j (c1, ...cn ), with c , ...c being variables to be assigned.
1
n
deﬁning a group of assignments to logic signal values, required
• If the SAT instance is satisﬁable,
a scan conﬁguration
for including this scan primitive to an active scan path.
is found, where both scan primitives are selected. The
The scan primitive ESC consists of the choice of the sucsatisfying assignment provides the essential values of
ceeding scan segments and the choice of the scan multiplexer
logic signals to put the scan primitives sk and sl to the
input to propagate the data from a given scan primitive to the
active scan path and makes the corresponding element of
scan output. The second part of the ESC is deﬁned by the
the ASP reachability matrix equal to 1.
relative select condition.
RSN
RSN
(r path
)k,l := 1, (rpath
)k,l ∈ RRSN
(9)
path .
Deﬁnition 4: The relative select condition (RSC)
reljk (c1, ...cn ) for a given scan primitive pj ∈ P and a scan
• If the SAT instance is unsatisﬁable, such a scan conﬁguramultiplexer pk ∈ P, such that pk is a direct successor of pj , is
tion does not exist and the conditions for scan primitives
a Boolean formula, deﬁning a group of assignments to logic
are contradicting. The corresponding value in the ASP
signal values, required to select the speciﬁc input of pk , which
reachability matrix is equal to 0.
RSN
RSN
is reachable from pj .
(r path
)k,l := 0, (rpath
)k,l ∈ RRSN
(10)
path .
In Fig. 5 an example RSN is shown. The logic control signal
c1 is driven by the shadow register of s1 and is used to include D. Reachability Matrix Computation
the scan segment s2 into the active scan path. The dashed line
So far we discussed the connectivity via a single activated
represents the ASP through the scan segments s1 and s2.
scan chain. However, multiple reconﬁgurations may allow an
attack scenario as shown in Fig.6. Here, due to the contraSelect(s
2)
c1
dicting select-conditions of control elements, such as scan
s2
0
SI
1 SO
multiplexers, data can be propagated from source to destinas1
tion only between two neighboring scan segments at
a time
1
0
using a single scan conﬁguration. The path through the RSN
M1
is depicted in red. The maximum number of reconﬁgurations,
Fig. 5. Logic control signals example
needed to propagate data between two instruments i 1 and i 2,
The ESC of s2 should set the select port to 1 is equal to the sequential depth of the RSN.
Deﬁnition 6: The sequential depth d of an RSN is the length
(Select(s2) = 1) and activate the 1-input of M 1 (corresponds
of
the longest topological path inside the RSN.
to the computation of the RSC), which means:
i1
i2
f 2(c1) := c1
(6)
An activated scan path has to end in the scan-out port, and
c1vc2v..cn
c1vc2v..cn
c1vc2v..cn
traversing backward from scan-out we establish the ESC for
s
s
s
1
2
n
0
0
0
SI
0
0
0 SO
each primitive. In case, a loop is entered this way, the path
...
1
1
1
should lead to unsatisﬁable conditions according to [2].
For
1
1
1
each pj ∈ P ESC only depends on the ESCs of
its direct
1 reconfiguration (n-2) reconfigurations
successors and on the RSC of its direct successors and the pj ,
Fig. 6. Longest path propagation
and is computed by:
The sequential depth d corresponds to the maximum number
|succ|
f j (c1, ...cn ) :=
(f k (c1, ...cn ) ∧ reljk (c1, ...cn )) (7) of reconﬁgurations required to transfer data through the RSN
[24], which limits the effort to compute the transitive closure
k=1
For each scan segment, only the control logic signal assign- of the ASP reachability matrix from (9):
RSN
ments required to place the scan segment on the active scan
R RSN := T Cl(Rpath
).
(11)
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Connectivity matrix construction

The functional reachability matrix R RSN is placed in the
lower right part of the connectivity matrix, whereas the readand write-relations M r and M w are transformed into a matrix
representation and placed respectively in the lower
left and
upper right part of connectivity matrix. The upper left part of
the connectivity matrix is ﬁlled with the zero values, since at
this step the paths between the instruments through the RSN
are not computed yet. R connect describes the adjacency of
instruments to scan segments, but not yet the reachability from
and to instruments. Again, the transitive closure provides a
global reachability matrix R global ∈ Bm×m :
R global := T Cl(Rconnect )
(12)
The computation of (12) will stop after computing
(R connect )3:
connect 2
• After computing (R
) , so called ’bridge’connections between instruments and scan segments or
vice versa are inferred.
connect 3
) , all the paths between instru• After adding (R
ments through the RSN are generated.
The complete data ﬂow in the circuit after RSN integration
has to consider transfer in the initial system described by
R cinit , transfer in the RSN described by R global , and any combination of them over hybrid paths [14]. This is achieved by
augmenting R global (12) with the information about possible
data paths in the circuit R init
(3).
c
hybrid
r k,l
:=

M1

Circuit
RSN

(13)

Fig. 8.

Graph representation of ex.1

The structure of the initial circuit is simpliﬁed and represents only the allowed connections between the instruments.
These connections are represented in the reachability matrix
R cinit (Fig. 9.b), which is computed from the adjacency matrix
A init (Fig. 9.a). The order of the rows and the columns
is i 1, i2, i3. The reachability matrix R cinit show that data
transfer from i 1 to i 3 and from i 2 to i 3 are possible and not
restricted by the system designer. The elements on the main
diagonal represent the self-reachability of the instruments.
Other combinations of instruments to perform data transfer
are prohibited.
Instruments

Instruments

i1 i2 i3

i1 i2 i3

i1 1 0 1
i2 0 1 1
i3 0 0 1
init

A
a)

Fig. 9. a) Adjacency matrix of the initial
the initial circuit

Instruments

Fig. 7.

000… 000

Instruments

Scan segments
Instruments

global
c
∈ Rcinit ) and (r k,l
∈ Rglobal ) are the corSince the CAM-Model is used for RSN reachability analywhere ( r k,l
sis, the sequential depth of a given RSN is equal to the highest responding elements in the compacted restricted reachability
number of scan segments forming a path. The functional reach- matrix and in the global reachability matrix.
ability matrix R RSN computation stops, when the computation
The transitive closure of R hybrid describes all connected
converges, at most after d iterations.
segments and instruments via an initial data path of the RSN,
and the connectivity of instruments is described by the matrix
V. S ECURITY C OMPLIANCE V ERIFICATION
R total ∈ B|I|×|I| :
A. Validation procedure
R total ⊂ T Cl(Rhybrid )
(14)
In Section III we analyzed the possible data ﬂow of
the
The compliance of the RSN with security requirements is
initial circuit R cinit , and in the section above we computed the checked by computing the syndrome matrix:
possible data ﬂow R RSN in the RSN including retargeting.
SD := Rcinit − Rtotal ,
(15)
The data ﬂow computation after RSN integration has to
and
any
sd
<
0
,
k
=
l,
denotes
a
new
data
ﬂow
not
in
the
k,l
also consider the set I of instruments, and an intermediate
connectivity matrix R connect ∈ Bm×m , m = (|S| + |I|) is original circuit and causes a security violation warning.
used, which combines the information about the possible paths B. Example
between scan segments s ∈ S with the information, obtained
1) Security violation warning: In this section the security
from the read- and write-relations M r and M w between the compliance analysis ﬂow is described, considering the examinstrument set I and scan segment set S. The construction of ple represented in Fig. 2. The graph representation of the
the connectivity matrix is shown in Fig. 7.
example system is shown in Fig.
8. The upper part shows
the connections in the initial circuit, the lower part represents
InstrumentsScan segments
the connections within the RSN. The dashed arrows represent
000… 000 Write-relation
the connections between instruments I and scan segments S.
000… 000
i1
i3
000… 000
W

i1 1 0 1
i2 0 1 1
i3 0 0 1
init

Rc
b)

circuit b) Reachability matrix of

RSN
The structural reachability matrix R seg
is computed
(Fig. 10.b) from the adjacency matrix A RSN of the RSN
(Fig. 10.a). The adjacency matrix contains information about
the connections between all scan primitives including the scan
RSN
multiplexers M 1 and M 2. In R seg
only the reachability
of the scan segments is considered. The order of the rows
RSN
and the columns in R seg
is s1, temp,2s, s3. At this step,
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Warshall

Scan segments

Scan primitives

Scan segments

only structural connections, considering the direction of data
signals cannot be found. Consequently, the corresponding
propagation between the scan segments, are taken into account. element of the matrix equals to 0.
Scan primitives
Scan segments
The functional reachability matrix R RSN is shown in
s1 M1 temps2 s3 M2
s1 temps2 s3
Fig. 11.b and demonstrates that the data transfer from s1 to
s2 is possible through a reconﬁguration of
the ASP. Since
s1 1 1 0 0 0 0
s1 1 1 1 1
there
exists
an
assignment
for
the
values
of
the
logic signals
temp 0 1 1 1
M1 0 1 1 0 0 0
to propagate data from s1 to temp(control = 0
) and another
temp 0 0 1 1 1 0
s2 0 0 1 0
assignment to shift data from tempto s2 (control = 1
), data
s2 0 0 0 1 0 1
s3 0 0 0 1
from s1 can be propagated to s2 and the corresponding matrix
s3 0 0 0 0 1 1
element is equal to 1.
The intermediate connectivity matrix R connect for this
M2 0 0 0 0 0 1
example is shown in Fig. 12. The rows and columns are
RSN
RSN
R seg
represented in the following order: i 1, i2, i3, s1, temp,2s, s3.
A
The connectivity matrix is composed using the functional
a)
b)
Fig. 10. a) Adjacency matrix of the RSN b) Structural reachability matrix
reachability matrix R RSN and read- and write-relations beof the RSN (ex.1)
tween instrument set I and scan segment set S as described
in Section V-A.
The essential select conditions (ESC) for all scan segments
The global reachability matrix R global (Fig. 12.b) represents
are computed. To include s1 into the ASP the ﬁrst branch of
the possible paths between the instruments through the RSN
the ﬁrst multiplexer M 1 must be selected:
f 1 := (M1 = 0); f1 := (control = 0)
(16) only. The data propagation from i 1 to i 2 is possible through
the RSN. However, not all possible paths have been considered
At the same time, the second branch of the second multiat this step. E.g. the path from i 2 to i 3 is not possible only
plexer M 2 must be selected to include s2 into the ASP:
considering the paths inside the RSN (R global ). However, such
f 2 := (M2 = 0); f2 := (control = 1)
(17) path already exists in the initial circuit (R cinit ) and must be
considered by the reachability analysis.
The scan segment tempis included into the ASP by any
The hybrid reachability matrix R hybrid augments the reachassignment of the logic control signals. The ASP reachability
ability properties of the initial circuit with the dependencies,
RSN
matrix R path
is represented in Fig. 11.a.
introduced through the RSN integration and is represented in
Scan segments
Fig. 12.c. All possible paths between the instruments and scan
s1 temps2 s3
segments in the augmented circuit are represented in Fig. 12.d
1 1 1 1
s1 1 1 0 1
by the transitive closure ofR hybrid . The dependencies between
the instruments in the original circuit R cinit are compared with
0 1 1 1
temp 0 1 1 1
the ones in the augmented system R total ⊂ T Cl(Rhybrid ) and
0 0 1 0
s2 0 0 1 0
the syndrome matrix is computed as in Fig. 13.
0 0 0 1
s3 0 0 0 1
In the provided example a warning is generated due to unRSN
RSN
wanted
data transfer between instruments i 1 and i 2, introduced
R path
R
through the RSN integration and the corresponding element of
a)
b)
the syndrome matrix equals to -1.
Fig. 11. a) ASP reachability matrix, b) Functional reachability matrix of the
2) Security compliant RSN: In Fig. 14 an example RSN
RSN (ex.1)
integration is shown, which does not violate the security
The data transfer from s1 to s2 is not functionally possible properties of the initial circuit. Since the same initial circuit
within a single ASP, since the ESCs for s1 and s2 are contra- is used, the reachability matrix R cinit of the initial circuit is
dicting and a satisfying assignment for the values of the logic
the same as in Section V-B1.
s3

i2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
i3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
s1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
temp 0

1.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 0 0 1 1 1

0 1 1 0 1 1 1

s2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

0 1 0 0 0 1 0

s3 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0 0 0 1

R

connect

R

total

R

/M

W

RSN

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 1 1 0 0 1 0

0 1 1 0 0 1 1

0 0 1 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 0 1
0 0 1

M
R

2a.

global

0 1 1

R

Warshall

i1

temps2

0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Augment

i1 i2 i3 s1

Warshall

Scan segments
Instruments

InstrumentsScan segments

2b.

0 0 1 0 0 0 1
3.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 1 1 0 1 1 1

0 1 1 0 1 1 1

0 1 0 0 0 1 0

0 1 1 0 0 1 1

0 0 1 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0 0 0 1

R

hybrid

T C l()R

hybrid

init

Rc
a)

Fig. 12.

b)
c)
Matrix-based veriﬁcation ﬂow for ex.1

d)
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i1 i2 i3
1 0 1

i1

-

i2 0 1 1
i3 0 0 1

0 -1 0

init

Rc

0 0 0

1 1 1

0 0 0

0 1 1

SD

0 0 1
total

R
Fig. 13.

i1

i3
i2

s1

RSN

s2

0
0
1
1

temp

0
1

s3

M1
Fig. 14.

SO

M2

No additional dependencies introduced

RSN
The structural reachability matrix R seg
is shown in
Fig. 15.a. The ESCs of the scan segments s1 and s2 remain the
same and are computed as in equations (16), (17). The ASP
reachability matrix is represented in Fig. 15.b and shows that
direct data transfer from s1 to s2 is still not possible within
one scan conﬁguration. Compared to the example, presented
in V-B1, no intermediate scan segment between s1 and s2
exists, which could be used to transfer data between the scan
segments, even if an ASP, including both s1 and s2, does not
exist. The functional reachability matrix (Fig. 15.b) shows that
data propagation from s1 to s2 is generally impossible, also
if multiple reconﬁgurations are applied to the ASP.

temps2

s3

s1 1 1 1 1
temp0

1 1 0 1

Warshall

s1

ESC

Scan segments

Scan segments

1 1 0 1

1 0 1

0 1 0 1

s2 0 0 1 0
s3 0 0 0 1

0 0 1 0

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1

0 0 0 1

RSN

Rseg

Fig. 15.

0 1 0 1

RSN

Rpath

R

RSN

Reachability matrix computation for ex.2

Fig. 16 represents the global reachability matrix R global (a)
and the transitive closure of the hybrid reachability matrix
(b) T Cl(Rhybrid ). The presented example shows that no
additional path between instruments i 1 and i 2 is introduced
after the RSN integration, not only considering the pure paths
inside the RSN ( R global ), but also through the hybrid paths
(T Cl(Rhybrid )).
Since the possible connections between the instruments
in the initial system R cinit coincide with the connections in
the augmented system after the RSN integration R total , the

s3
1 0 1 1 1 0 1

i2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0

0 1 1 0 0 1 1

i3 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
s1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1

0 0 1 0 0 0 1

temp 0

1 0 1 1 1 0 1

0 1 0 1 0 1

0 0 1 0 1 0 1

s2 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
s3 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 0 1 0 0 0 1

global

T C l()R

hybrid

Fig. 16. a) The global reachability matrix, b) The transitive closure of the
hybrid reachability matrix for ex.2

syndrome matrix does not contain any negative numbers. No
warning is generated, since the analyzed RSN is compliant
with the initial circuit.

Circuit

1

temps2

total

i1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1

R

The graph representation of the augmented system is constructed as in Section V-B1.

SI

i1 i2 i3 s1

Syndrome matrix computation for ex.1

control

R

InstrumentsScan segments
Warning

Scan segments
Instruments

Instruments

Instruments

VI. E VALUATION
A. Experimental Setup
The proposed veriﬁcation method is evaluated on a number
of reconﬁgurable scan networks from the BASTION benchmark set [25]. The proposed algorithm is implemented in the
eda1687 framework as introduced in [18].
All experiments
are conducted on a single core, Intel Core i7-5600U CPU at
2.60GHz with 8 GB of main memory.
The benchmarks from the BASTION benchmark set
provide access to boundary and internal
scan chains and have
hierarchical structure. In Table I characteristics of the considered benchmarks are presented. For each benchmark the
information about the number of scan multiplexers (Column
2) and SIBs (Column 3) is given. The fourth and the ﬁfth
column deﬁne the quantity of scan segments and scan cells
respectively. The number of hierarchy levels is given in the
sixth column.
TABLE I. Characteristics of benchmarks[25]
Design
#muxes

Benchmark characteristics
#sibs
#segments
#scan cells

#level

BasicSCB
Mingle

10
13

10

21
270

176
22

4
3

TreeFlat
TreeUnbalanced
TreeBalanced
TreeFlat Ex

24
28
46
60

12
28
43
57

24
63
90
123

101
41,887
5,581
5,194

2
11
7
5

q12710
a586710
p34392
t512505
p22810
p93791

25
47
142
160
283
653

25
283
-

47
79
245
288
537
1 241

26,183
41,682
23,261
77,006
30,111
98,637

2
3
3
2
3
3

N17D3
N32D6
N73D14
N132D4

8
10
17
40

7
13
29
39

11
24
56
92

447
9,6135
218,823
2,912

3
4
11
5

The different RSNs (Table I) were inserted into the same
circuit description deﬁning the matrix R cinit , in order to
obtain comparable results. The connectivity was not randomly
generated, but taken from the ISCAS’89 s298 benchmark,
to avoid any possible bias in the experiments. The instruments in the circuit have been modeled by ﬂip ﬂops.
The
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magnitude, the weighted arithmetic mean was used to compute
the functional reachability fraction.
n
j=1 wj · (f racfunc )j
f racfunc =
,
(19)
n
j=1 wj
where (f racfunc )j is the functional reachability fraction of
the benchmark j , wj is the weight of the benchmark j ,
B. Functional reachability
depending on the number of structurally possible connections.
The functional reachability fraction over all used benchFor each RSN a series of experiments has been conducted
marks has been computed and is
shown in Fig. 18. For
and the functional reachability fraction has been computed.
Deﬁnition 7: The functional reachability fraction is a all considered benchmarks in average with the increase of
fraction of functionally reachable scan segment pairs compared a control group size and of a dependent scan multiplexers
fraction, the functional reachability fraction decreases, since
to the total number of structurally reachable scan segment
less connections between scan segments remain functionally
pairs:
reachable.
#connect
func
f racfunc =
(18)
WEIGHTENED ARITHMETIC MEAN
#connect
struct
100
A certain fraction (from 0% to 100% in 10% steps) of scan
90
multiplexers from a total number of scan multiplexers was
80
divided into control groups of size n. All scan multiplexers in
70
one control group were controlled by the same control-signal
60
50
and are called dependent multiplexers. The control groups
40
including 2 and 10 scan multiplexers have been investigated.
10 neighb.
30
For each control group the ﬁrst scan multiplexer is chosen
20
randomly. Since the scan multiplexers tend to share the logic
2 neighb.
10
control signal with neighbors more often than with the scan
0
multiplexers located in the different parts of the circuit, another
0102030405060708090100
n − 1 dependent scan multiplexers in the group are chosen
DEPENDENT SCAN MULTIPLEXERS [%]
nearby the ﬁrst scan multiplexer. Distance D deﬁned the numFig. 18. Functional reachability fraction (weighted arithmetic mean)
ber of scan primitives between two neighboring multiplexers.
So if the second multiplexer in a control group has the distance C. Security compliance analysis
D from the ﬁrst multiplexer, the j -th multiplexer has the
The presented approach has been used to analyze the reachdistance of (j − 1) · D from the ﬁrst one. The distance D
ability
properties of the integrated RSN and to verify, whether
equals 1 in the experiment.
In Fig. 17 the functional reachability fraction has been the RSN integration is violating the security properties of the
initial design. It was assumed that 30% of scan multiplexers
calculated for the p34392 benchmark.
were divided into the control groups of size 2. Each experiment
P34392
was run 20 times to investigate different randomized samples
100
of scan multiplexer pairs, which are controlled by the same
90
control signal. After integrating the RSN to the circuit it has
80
been veriﬁed, whether the RSN introduced additional data
70
paths between the instruments compared to the initial design,
60
as described in Section V.
50
Table II shows the results for security compliance analysis
40
10 neighb.
30
for benchmarks from the BASTION set, integrated into the
20
initial circuit.
2 neighb.
10
For each benchmark the number of structurally reachable
0
scan segment pairs (column 2) has been computed. The aver0102030405060708090100
age number of functionally reachable pairs of scan segments,
DEPENDENT SCAN MULTIPLEXERS [%]
introduced by single active paths (column 3) and by retargeting
Fig. 17. Functional reachability fraction for p34392 benchmark
(column 4) have been calculated. The average number of scan
Increasing the number of dependent scan multiplexers from segment pairs violating the security properties in the initial
0% to 100% causes that the functional reachability fraction circuit is presented in Column 5.
is decreasing for all group sizes. With the increase of a
Using the presented approach an accurate estimation of
group size n more functional restrictions are added to the
reachability properties of all considered benchmarks is probenchmark and less connections between the scan segments
vided. Since the set of structurally reachable scan segment
remain functionally possible. Consequently, the functional pairs is an over-approximation of the functionally reachable
reachability fraction for the group size of 10 is lower than pairs, the number of structural connections (Column 2) is
the one for pairwise dependent scan multiplexers ( n = 2).
always greater than or equal to the number of the functionally
Since the difference between the number of possible conpossible connections (Column 4). For all considered benchnections in the benchmark reaches up to three orders of marks the number of functionally reachable scan segment pairs
FUNCTIONAL REACHABILITY FRACTION [%]

FUNCTIONAL REACHABILITY FRACTION [%]

connections between the instruments have been extracted from
the initial circuit description. The corresponding reachability
matrix has been computed as in Section III. Additional explicit
permissions on data transfers between instruments, have been
generated randomly and constitute 5% of theoretically possible
connections between instruments.
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TABLE II. Reachability matrix computation by 30% dependent scan
multiplexers
Design
#struct
BasicSCB
Mingle

Matrix characteristics
# ASP
#func
#viol

t[m:s]

181
220

148
196

156
199

45
70

00:10
00:15

300
2,016
4,272
7,869

268
1,244
2,626
7,003

297
1,285
2,879
7,052

143
678
1,459
4,015

01:00
01:55
01:30
02:35

q12710
a586710
p34392
t512505
p22810
p93791

1,275
1,430
15,937
41,328
137,550
721,269

1,207
955
14,898
36,675
132,959
622,759

1,245
1,187
15,432
39,869
134,424
627,570

563
331
8,967
13,778
56,349
264,221

00:35
00:50
05:30
20:15
30:45
55:40

N17D3
N32D6
N73D14
N132D4

895
2,268
9,299
31,586

752
2,051
6,896
30,557

770
2,164
6,967
30,776

235
1,780
3,865
13,513

00:20
01:55
03:15
06:50

TreeFlat
TreeUnbalanced
TreeBalanced
TreeFlat Ex

in average exceeds number of scan segments pairs, reachable
within single active scan path (Column 3). E.g. for the t512505
benchmark in average 3194 additional paths are introduced by
retargeting and cannot be investigated by simple scan path
analysis. This emphasizes the use of an accurate analysis
method, which avoids false positives and false negatives by
security compliance veriﬁcation.
The runtime of the presented algorithm (Column 6) is highly
affected by the number of multiplexers in the benchmark.
The worst runtime (about one hour) was achieved for p93791
benchmark with the highest number of multiplexers. However,
the runtime for most benchmarks is around 2-5 minutes.
This experiment illustrates that the proposed approach is
suitable for the analysis if an integrated RSN will
introduce
any security violations.
VII. C ONCLUSION
Even though test infrastructure poses a security threat, it
cannot be disconnected from the circuit after the manufacturing, since the access to on-chip infrastructure should be
remained for the whole system lifecycle for monitoring and
maintenance.
This paper proposes a method to analyze and detect all sidechannels opened by RSN infrastructure integration. Complex
dependencies in the functional part of the system are analyzed
to formulate the restrictions to RSNs. Restrictions to the RSN
are veriﬁed and the set
of security violations warnings is
generated. The applicability of proposed method is evaluated
on a wide set of benchmarks. The proposed method adds an
acceptable runtime (up to one hour for the biggest benchmark)
to the security veriﬁcation ﬂow even for large benchmarks.
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